Although information, news, and opinions continuously circulate in the worldwide social network, the actual mechanics of how any single piece of information spreads on a global scale have been a mystery. Here, we trace such information-spreading processes at a person-by-person level using methods to reconstruct the propagation of massively circulated Internet chain letters. We find that rather than fanning out widely, reaching many people in very few steps according to ''small-world'' principles, the progress of these chain letters proceeds in a narrow but very deep tree-like pattern, continuing for several hundred steps. This suggests a new and more complex picture for the spread of information through a social network. We describe a probabilistic model based on network clustering and asynchronous response times that produces trees with this characteristic structure on social-network data.
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social networks ͉ algorithms ͉ epidemics ͉ diffusion in networks T he dissemination of information is a ubiquitous process in human social networks. It plays a fundamental role in settings that include the spread of technological innovations (1, 2), wordof-mouth effects in marketing (3) (4) (5) , the spread of news and opinion (6) (7) (8) , collective problem-solving (9, 10) , and sampling methods for hidden populations (11, 12) . The basic models for studying such phenomena posit that information will diffuse from person to person in the style of an epidemic (13) (14) (15) (16) , expanding widely in a short number of steps according to ''small-world'' principles (17, 18) . However, despite recent studies in online domains (5) (6) (7) (8) , it has been difficult to obtain detailed traces of the dissemination of a single piece of news or information on a global scale to assess the predictions of these models. As such, it has remained an open question whether the spreading of information truly proceeds with a rapid, epidemic-style fan-out or whether it follows a potentially more complex structure. The difference between these possibilities has consequences not only for the models that are used to capture their essential properties but also potentially for the ''life cycle'' of a piece of information as it spreads through the global social network.
Here, we trace these types of large-scale informationspreading processes at a person-by-person level using methods to reconstruct the propagation of massively circulated Internet chain letters, and from these observations we propose a new set of principles for how such processes work. We focus in particular on two such chain letters, which exhibit tree-like patterns of dissemination that are quite similar to each other but are initially in conf lict with the intuitive picture of how information spreads in these settings. Rather than expanding to many individuals in a few steps, the trees are very narrow and continue reaching people several hundred levels deep. We describe a mathematical model that produces trees with this characteristic structure, grounded fundamentally in the observations that social networks are highly clustered and that information can take widely varying amounts of time to traverse different edges in the network. The simple structure of the model, and the fact that it is based on earlier empirical studies of human response times (19 -21) , thus suggests a possible basis for this narrow and deeply reaching style of information transmission in the local dynamics of communication within highly clustered social networks.
Reconstructing the Spread of Internet Chain Letters
To reconstruct instances in which specific pieces of information spread through large, globally distributed populations, we analyzed the dissemination of petitions that circulated widely in chain-letter form on the Internet over the past several years. The petitions instruct each recipient to append his or her name to a copy of the letter and then forward it to friends. Each copy will thus contain a list of people, representing a particular sequence of forwardings of the message; and hence different copies will contain different but overlapping lists of people, reflecting the paths they followed to their respective current recipients. This forwarding process is a readily recognizable mechanism by which jokes and news clippings can also achieve wide circulation through the global e-mail network; the explicit lists of names in the petition format, however, make it much easier to trace the propagation of the messages. The main chain letter that we analyze is based on a widely circulated petition from [2002] [2003] claiming to organize opposition to the impending war in Iraq. We obtained copies via Internet searches of mailing-list archives in which they were publicly posted; these searches resulted in 637 copies with distinct chains of recipients, representing nearly 20,000 distinct signatories in aggregate. [See supporting information (SI) Appendix for the specifics of the data-collection process. ] We performed a similar analysis for a second chain letter, a petition that began circulating in 1995, purporting to organize political support for continued United States governmental funding of National Public Radio (NPR) and the Public Broadcasting System (PBS). Through similar means to those used for the Iraq petition, we acquired 316 distinct copies of the NPR petition, comprising a total of 13,052 people. The dissemination of the two chain letters exhibited qualitatively very similar structures, and for purposes of the discussion here, we focus on the analysis of the chain letter associated with the Iraq petition. Although both petitions in fact had their origins in hoaxes and naive misunderstandings, as a large fraction of the most widespread Internet chain letters do (22, 23) , this fact is immaterial to our purposes, especially because almost all signatories to each appeared to believe them to be authentic; hence, we are studying genuine instances of the dissemination of individual pieces of information along links in the global social network.
People may in general receive a copy of the chain letter multiple times, but if each appends his or her name to just one copy, then the full propagation of the letter can be represented as a tree structure: recipients are nodes, the originator is the root, and node w is a child of node v if w appends its name directly below v's. Moreover, if this is the case, then each copy of the letter represents a path through the propagation tree, and the observable portion of the tree can be reconstructed simply by superimposing these paths ( Fig. 1 A and B) . Inspection of the chain letters indicates that recipients in the observable portion did appear to almost uniformly forward the letter just once, and hence reconstruction of a tree provides a reasonable approximation to the actual propagation process. However, the superposition of the lists on the 637 letters deviates from a tree structure because of extensive noise in the data: Some recipients reordered the list of names on their copy of the letter in ways closely analogous to the kinds of chromosomal rearrangements one finds due to sequence mutation events in biological settings (24, 25) (Fig. 1C) . We observed examples of point mutations (in some petition copies, names were replaced by the names of political figures), insertion/deletion events (there were a number of small blocks of 1-5 names that were present in the middle of the list in some petition copies and absent in other copies), duplication events (blocks of 2-20 names that were duplicated in some petition copies, sometimes immediately adjacent within the list and sometimes hundreds of names later), block rearrangements (in one petition, two pairs of blocks of 2-3 names were swapped relative to their position in all other copies that contained the same names), and one hybridization event (the names at the ends of two copies of the petition were intermingled after their common prefix in a third copy).
To reconstruct an approximation to the real propagation process from the data, we thus need to infer a tree in the presence of these sources of noise, and we perform this inference as follows ( Fig. 1 D  and E) . We begin by representing the observed dissemination of the letter using a structure more complex than a tree, namely a directed graph G on the set of recipients in which there is an edge e ϭ (v, w) whenever w appears directly after v on at least one list. In the case of the Iraq chain letter, this graph G has 19,302 distinct names and 19,784 edges, where we applied a heuristic based on sequence alignment (24, 25) to declare two names with a common list predecessor and very small typographical variations to be equivalent. (One pseudonymized example from the data is the appearance in various copies of the signatories "John Smith Santa Monica Calif," "John Smith Santa Monica USA," and "John Smith Santa Monica Calif USA" with identical predecessors and successors.) Manual inspection verified that this heuristic did not in general conflate two distinct people who had the same predecessor.
Because any tree on this node set would have 19,301 edges (one fewer than the number of nodes), we need to delete a proportionally small number of edges (483) from the graph G to produce a tree. We do this deletion in a way that removes links inconsistent with a tree in the least consequential way possible. Specifically, for each edge e ϭ (v, w), we define the evidence for e to be the number of distinct copies of the petition that exhibit edge e. Using the evidence for each edge as its weight, we compute a directed spanning tree of G (also known as a branching or arborescence) of the maximum possible weight; this computation can be done efficiently at the scale of our data using an algorithm due to Edmonds (26) . (We use an implementation from the LEMON project, http://lemon.cs.elte.hu.) Thus, we produce a spanning tree in which the total evidence for all edges, under our definition, is as large as possible. Finally, after the construction of the spanning tree, certain nodes no longer lie on a path from the root node to an individual who posted their copy of the letter. We delete such nodes, producing the final tree we use for our analysis; this tree contains 18,119 total nodes with 557 leaves, all of whom posted their copy of the letter, and 63 internal nodes that also posted.
The Structure of the Dissemination Tree
Inspection of the few messages that contained intact addressee lists indicates that recipients generally forwarded copies of the letter to a large number of other individuals. This observation is consistent with a form of information-spreading in which each person, upon receiving the information, proceeds to inform a large number of his or her neighbors in the social network. Epidemic-style models based directly on this observation suggest that the propagation tree, if it does not die out quickly, should have nodes with many children and very short paths from the root.
The tree reconstructed from the data, however, reveals a structure that is very different from the picture suggested by simple epidemic models: the median distance to the root over all nodes is nearly 300, and Ͼ90% of the nodes have exactly one child. Fig. 2 depicts the full tree, with a zoomed-in view of the tree in Fig. 3 The full set of petition copies may not result in a tree because of sequence rearrangements including point mutation, transposition, and block insertion/ deletion in some copies of the lists. To handle minor variations in signatories' names in different petition copies, the names of the signatories were replaced by unique identifiers; we deem two nonidentical signatories' names equivalent if they are preceded by equivalent names and their names are within a small edit-distance threshold. (D) The network that results can deviate from a tree structure. The weight next to each edge indicates the number of petitions that exhibit that edge). (E) A tree is formed from this network by (i) running a maximum-weight spanning arborescence algorithm, which excises connections inconsistent with a tree in the least consequential way possible, using the above weights; and (ii) pruning any nodes that are not on a path from the root to a shaded gray node.
without correction for noise, although it deviates from a precise tree topology, exhibits a qualitatively very similar structure, indicating that these properties are intrinsic to the spreading of the chain letter, and not an artifact of the reconstruction process. Moreover, qualitatively similar structures are exhibited in the propagation of the other large-scale chain letter for which we have data. (See SI Appendix for more detail and an image of the tree associated with this other chain letter.) Understanding why the reconstructed trees have this unusual structure thus poses a challenge; in contrast, for example, to the results of both older and more recent large-scale small-world experiments (17, 27) , in which no chains ran for more than a few steps, we have a case in which most chains are hundreds of steps long and most recipients produce exactly one child in the observable tree. How could such a structure come about? With more detailed information about the e-mail messages themselves-for example, with complete message headers showing addressee lists and timestamps-we could begin inferring not just the tree structure but also the sequences of actions taken by individuals to forward the letter. However, we have very few messages with such headers and almost no pairs that are close together in the tree (as would be needed to start inferring a sequence of actions by directly communicating individuals); primarily, we have just the sequences of names from the different letters.
As a result, we frame the problem of modeling the tree as follows: Is there a class of simple and plausible generative processes that, when run on real social networks, produce synthetic trees of the characteristic structure we observe-deep, narrow, and with most nodes having one child? A negative answer would suggest that what we are seeing is the result of unobserved idiosyncrasies in the collective behavior that produced the lists. If the answer is positive, however, it argues that this type of structure is in fact achievable by natural mechanisms, suggesting that deep patterns of transmission are in fact a robust form of information-spreading and potentially focusing the search for more detailed theories about why we observe it in real life.
Modeling the Structure of the Dissemination Tree
To evaluate message-forwarding models that may capture the structural properties of the observed tree, we simulate a sequence of probabilistic models on a social network with 4.4 million individuals gathered from the online community LiveJournal (LJ). Previous research has shown this network to have characteristics consistent with other large-scale social networks, and the organization of the online links is analogous to the e-mail contact lists that were used to propagate the chain letter (28, 29) . To avoid reliance on a single model network, however, we also perform the simulations on two other sources of real social-interaction data, from different domains: the communication network of Wikipedia editors, and the co-authorship network built from a large bibliographic database (DBLP) of computer science authors. The results on these networks are qualitatively closely consistent with the results we report below for LJ, though scaled down because the Wikipedia and DBLP networks are each only approximately one-tenth of the size of LJ. The fact that we obtain broadly similar results from simulations on diverse datasets suggests that we are observing properties of the probabilistic process itself and not of the specific networks on which it is running.
Our models will start at a randomly chosen initiating node and construct trees spreading outward from this node, with portions of the tree made visible by some nodes posting their copy of the message. We will then assess how closely the structure of the observable portion of the constructed trees resembles the propagation tree of the real chain letter, using three metrics: the median node depth, the width, and the fraction of nodes with exactly one child. Here, the depth of a node is defined as its distance from the root, and the width of a tree is defined as the maximum size of a set of nodes that all possess the same depth. In all cases, the metrics will be averaged over multiple independent simulation runs on the LJ network: Each simulation run is continued until the observable tree first reaches the size of the real chain-letter propagation tree, and those runs in which the tree fails to reach this size are omitted. Omitting simulated trees that fail to grow large enough is consistent with our goal of studying properties of information diffusion conditional on reaching a large population; in real life, most circulated e-mail messages never spread widely, but we are interested in the structure of those that do.
Our models all incorporate the following two principles: Many recipients may choose not to forward the letter at all, and only a few recipients will choose to post the letter publicly. Thus, we introduce a discard-rate parameter ␦, specifying the probability that a given recipient discards the message and takes no further action on it, and a post-rate parameter , specifying the probability that each recipient publicly posts his or her copy of the letter. In keeping with findings from earlier experiments based on e-mail forwarding (27) , we set the discard-rate to the default value 0.65, although we find that reasonable variations do not qualitatively change the findings. The post-rate is a parameter that we will more explicitly vary. Public posting is the only means by which portions of the tree become observable: When a recipient posts the letter, his or her full path from the root becomes visible, and hence in general a node on the tree is observable at the end of the process if and only if one of its descendants posted a copy of the letter. We will be studying the structure of the observable portions of the trees produced by our models, as we do with real chain letters.
We first consider a model based on a direct application of these probabilistic ingredients. We choose a random root node and construct a tree in unit time steps. In each step, each new recipient of the letter discards it independently with probability ␦ and otherwise forwards it to all neighbors (posting with probability ). Any neighbor w that has not received the letter previously becomes a new recipient in the next time step; if w receives the letter from multiple senders, it chooses one of these senders arbitrarily as its parent in the tree. Finally, once the process terminates, we look at the observable portion of the tree, consisting of the union of all paths from the root to the nodes that posted their copy of the letter.
Although such a model is very natural, it produces trees that compare poorly to the real chain-letter data. Simulating this model on the LJ network, the observable portion of the tree has a median depth 5.0, width 9,625, and single-child fraction 19.04% (averaged over 10 independent runs) with ϭ 0.10, and very similar properties for other small values of . This wide divergence from the real data cannot be remedied simply by having recipients send to a smaller set of neighbors; if each recipient who forwards does so to a random subset of 4 or 5 of his or her neighbors, then the width remains in the thousands, the median depth remains Ͻ50, and the single-child fraction remains Ͻ70%. The central problem is that this style of random epidemic process seems unable to produce trees whose observable portions are very large, yet with a number of children per node so highly concentrated around 1. 
Models Based on Asynchronous Response Times
To produce trees that approximately match the chain-letter data, we introduce two further extensions to the mechanism. The first of these extensions is based on asynchronous response times. Rather than assuming that the letter spreads in fixed unit time steps, we model each recipient as waiting a length of time before acting on the message, where is distributed according to the density function f(x) ϭ x Ϫ␣ for an exponent ␣. This accords with the findings of recent studies of human response times to a spectrum of communication types including e-mail (19) (20) (21) , which find such distributions with exponents ␣ ranging between 1 (with cut-off) and 3/2. We find that our results remain qualitatively consistent across this range; for the results described here, we use ␣ ϭ 3/2 as a default.
The specifics of the model with asynchronous response times are as follows. Time proceeds continuously, rather than in discrete steps, and when a given node w in the network first receives a copy of the letter, at time t, it first decides whether to participate in the process at all, choosing to do so with probability 1 Ϫ ␦. If w chooses to participate, it then chooses a random waiting time distributed as above. Between times t and t ϩ , node w may receive multiple copies of the letter (including the initial one it received at time t). At time t ϩ , node w selects the copy of the letter it has received with the longest list of names (breaking ties arbitrarily), forwards it to all its neighbors, and publicly posts this copy with probability . As before, when the process terminates, we consider the observable portion of the tree.
This asynchronous pattern of response has a ''serializing'' effect in networks with large clustering coefficient (18) , as the LJ network has: If the neighbors of a forwarding node are mutually connected, then they will forward the letter to each other as they act on it in order, producing a single long list with all of their names rather than many distinct shorter lists, each containing one of their names. In the observable tree, this change will tend to produce deeper ''runs'' of nodes in which each node has exactly one child, precisely the structure that we observe. This way in which real-valued response times produce paths with a greater number of hops is analogous to phenomena in the analysis of shortest paths in graphs with random edge lengths (30) , although the two types of models have different structures, arising from different generative mechanisms.
Asynchronous response is a step toward trees with the correct structure, but it is not enough by itself; consequently, we introduce a second extension to the model as well. This second extension is based on the fact that recipients actually have two natural ways of reacting to the message other than discarding it: they can forward it to their neighbors in the network, as before, or they can group-reply to the set of corecipients on the e-mail message they receive; in the latter case, these corecipients each receive a copy of the letter with the recipient's name appended. Thus, we keep the details of the previous model the same as before, with one addition: for a back-rate parameter ␤, a nondiscarding recipient node w at time t ϩ forwards the letter to its own neighbors as before with probability 1 Ϫ ␤, and otherwise it group-replies with probability ␤.
Combined with asynchronous response times, group-replying further amplifies the serializing effect of having copies of the letter handled in sequence by the set of nondiscarding neighbors of a node, with each appending its name and thus producing a single long path in the tree. However, increasing the back-rate also reduces the progress of the letter to new nodes in the graph, because group-replying rather than forwarding to neighbors only provides copies of the letter to nodes that have already received it at least once. With a high back-rate, the letter is thus less likely to ever reach a large set of nodes. Thus, it becomes natural to study trade-offs in the tree structure as a function of ␤. Fig. 4 A-C shows the median depth, width, and single-child fraction of trees produced as the back-rate ␤ and post-rate are each varied independently between 0 and 1 (with the discard-rate . . , 1.00, a set S␤, of trees was generated using our model. Any generated tree that failed to reach 18,119 recipients-the number of observable recipients in the real chain letter-was discarded; the remaining trees were trimmed to include only the first 18,119 people whose names appeared in posted copies of the petition. (A-C) Median value on S ␤, measured using each of our three metrics: single-child fraction, median depth, and width. (D) Median deviation-the maximum over the three metrics of the ratio ͉x Ϫ y͉/min(x, y), where x is the value of the metric on the simulated tree and y is the value of the metric on the real chain letter-of trees in S ␤,.
(Deviations between 0 and 1 are shown in green.) Once the back-rate reaches Ϸ0.9, we obtain trees that approximately match the real data in all three metrics, exhibiting high depth, low width, and a high fraction of nodes with exactly one child. At least a dozen trees were generated for each ␤ and , and at least 2,000 trees were generated in the region of parameter space where the match is closest, with ␤ ϭ 0.870, 0.871, . . . , 0.959. (E) Fraction of simulated trees in this region that reach the size of the real chain letter and the fraction of simulated trees that achieved a deviation of less than 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, and 0.50 for post-rate ϭ 0.22. Of runs that reach the size of the real tree, F shows the fraction of simulated trees that achieve these small deviations.
␦ fixed to 0.65, although analogous results hold for other discardrates in the range between 0.5 and 0.75). For high back-rates around 0.95, combined with low post-rates around 0.22, we obtain trees that approximately match the propagation tree of the real chain letter in all three metrics (Fig. 4 D-F) . The model that produces trees approximately matching the observed diffusion patterns in our data thus involves two related ingredients: asynchronous response times and the ability of a message (via the back-rate parameter) to move ''laterally'' between multiple nodes receiving a message from the same source. Both of these ingredients have the effect of producing long, narrow chains of recipients, a striking and arguably unexpected property of the structure one observes in the real dissemination trees. Moreover, for the parameters at which the closest approximations to the real tree are obtained, an extremely small fraction of the simulation runs on the LJ network produce trees as large as the real chain-letter tree before dying out. In other words, the structure of the real tree corresponds to a portion of the parameter space in which large trees are rare events-as they are in real life as well.
Discussion
In essence, the progress of the Iraq-war and NPR chain letters had a type of stroboscopic effect, serving to briefly ''light up'' a structure-the global e-mail network-that has otherwise been largely invisible, and allowing us to observe a snapshot of this network's everyday use as a means of conveying information. The resulting analysis has exposed several themes. First, accurately reconstructing the paths followed by the information is a computational challenge in itself, given the extensive ways in which the data are mutated as they spread. Second, the spreading patterns of the real chain letters are strongly at odds with the predictions of simpler theoretical models, which posit processes that reach many more people in radically fewer steps. Finally, simple probabilistic models incorporating the speed with which individuals respond to information can produce synthetic spreading patterns that closely resemble the ones we observe in real life.
As noted earlier, the way in which the spreading pattern is made visible to us by the data-through lists of signatories-means that we lack detailed information about recipient lists and time-stamps on all but a handful of individual messages. As a result, our modeling efforts have, by necessity, focused on arguing that the unusual structures we observe are capable of arising from simple generative processes, thus suggesting that this style of information transmission can in fact have a natural basis, and attempting to expose some of its plausible qualitative ingredients. With more detailed information-for example, in an analysis that had access to many or most of the message headers-we could study the response times and overlaps in recipient lists among adjacent nodes in the tree and thus assess the alignment of these models to the detailed mechanics of message-sending, not just to global parameters (depth, width, single-child fraction) of the tree itself.
Overall, then, Internet-based snapshots of information diffusion can potentially provide us with insight into some of the global dynamics underlying social phenomena such as opinion formation and political mobilization. The fact that the observed diffusion occurs along trees that are so deep and narrow suggests that the paths traversed by information through social networks can be more complex than might have been supposed, with the large number of steps giving the diffusion a certain fragility and presenting greater opportunities for the information to be altered or lost as it spreads. The pattern of the diffusion also seems initially in conflict with the small-world nature of the social network in which it is embedded; but the models discussed here show that such patterns are capable of arising from natural processes operating in real social networks. In the end, the structure of a small world, in which most people are connected by short paths, need not be at odds with a world in which an antiwar appeal, embedded in an e-mail chain letter, can pass through several hundred intermediaries before arriving in one's inbox.
SI Appendix Data Collection
To obtain data for reconstructing the propagation of the chain letter, copies of the chain letters were located via online searches performed in September-October 2006 using the Google, Yahoo!, and MSN search engines. The name and hometown of the first signatory of the anti-war chain letter was used as the query for each of these searches, yielding a total of 1265 distinct URLs. Each of these web pages was then downloaded. We examined the segment of each downloaded file beginning with the search term and discarded any file that was not a genuine instance of the chain letter. (The discarded files consisted mainly of posts decrying the chain letter as a hoax and imploring people not to respond, in addition to interviews with the first signatory about the chain letter and some copies of a poem written about the war.) We culled 1123 copies of the petition, with some duplication resulting from multiple equivalent copies of the petition posted at distinct URLs. From these 1123 copies of the petition, we constructed the network as follows:
1. For each list and each consecutive pair x, y of signatories in that list, we first standardize the text to compensate for some typographical variations by converting x and y to lower case, stripping out non-alphabetic characters other than spaces, and removing all excess spaces. We then record a connection from the name x to the name y.
2. We create a unique numerical identifier corresponding to the name of the first signatory, and associate with this identifier every name x that appears as the first signatory in a copy of the petition. (Manual inspection confirmed that all petition copies genuinely had the same person as their first signatory.)
For every assigned identifier i:
(a) Let Γ(i) denote the set of all names y such that there is a recorded connection to y from some name that is assigned identifier i.
(b) For every y ∈ Γ(i), we record an edge in our network between i and an identifier j for y, determined as follows:
• if the name y is character-for-character identical to a name that has already been assigned an identifier, then let j be that identifier.
• otherwise, if the name y is within a threshold edit distance of 6 of a name y ∈ Γ(i) that has already been assigned an identifier, then let j be the identifier of y and also assign j as the identifier of y.
• otherwise assign y a fresh identifier j.
Here the edit distance between two strings x and y is the minimum number of operations required to transform x into y via single-character insertions, deletions, and substitutions.
Step 3b was designed to compensate for minor typographical variations of the same signatories. Manual inspection verified that an edit distance of six did not in general conflate two distinct people who had the same predecessor. There were 637 total distinct copies of the Iraq chain letter that resulted from this processing.
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Other Chain Letters Studied
As discussed in the main text, the other main chain letter that we studied is a petition that began circulating in 1995, purporting to organize political support for continued United States governmental funding of National Public Radio (NPR) and the Public Broadcasting System (PBS). Through similar means to those used for the Iraq petition, we acquired 316 distinct copies of the NPR petition, comprising a total of 13,052 people. In this case, we acquired copies of the NPR petition by search-engine queries based on the text of the appeal preceding the first signatory. As such, the network derived from these data consists of several connected components. Of the twelve connected components, three have recipients counts well into the thousands, so the NPR petition, although smaller than the Iraq petition, still forms one of the largest chain letters for which one can acquire data through public postings. (Two of the other nine components had around 1,000 nodes each; the remainder were smaller.) The tree metrics of width, depth, and fraction of nodes with one child are qualitatively similar to those from the Iraq petition for each of these three large components ( Figure S1 ).
High-Resolution Images
Figures S1 and S2 are high-resolution images of the trees for the NPR and Iraq petitions respectively. Readers who are viewing this document on a computer screen can zoom these images to a magnification at which individual nodes and edges are clearly visible; magnifying the images and scrolling through them in this way can help provide a further, visual, sense for the structures of the trees. (This is best achieved by viewing the document using Acrobat Reader 8 and enlarging the pages containing the figures to roughly 600% resolution.)
Algorithms for Producing Simulated Trees
As described in the main text, we compare the structure of the real tree data to the structures of trees produced by simulating a probabilistic model. Here we describe in pseudocode the precise algorithm used to generate our simulated trees. Throughout, fix α as the exponent of the delay distribution, δ as the discard rate, and β as the back-rate. We will extract the observable parts of trees for different post-rates π as a post-processing step.
To generate a full (not necessarily observable) tree T using the model: The priority queue Q stores pairs of the form u, t , where node u will respond to its pending copy/copies of the petition at time t.)
Repeat until Q is empty:
(a) Extract the pair u, t with the minimum t from Q. Mark u as done at time t.
(b) With probability δ, node u discards the message (unless u is the root, in which case the message is never discarded). If the message is discarded, do nothing. Otherwise, let x = u with probability β and let x = sender[u] with probability 1 − β.
For each neighbor v of x such that v is not done:
has not yet been sent a copy of the letter) or if
is not yet in Q, then draw delay from a probability distribution so that delay = d with probability proportional to d −α , and insert v, t + delay into Q.
Minor changes to this algorithm produce the synchronous models without group-reply: simply deterministically set delay = 1 and x = u. Because all nodes acting at time t are acting simultaneously in this model, one would also modify the above algorithm so that it would never overwrite an already defined parent[v] in Step 2(b)i.
To produce observable trees for every post-rate π, given T and desired output size n:
1. Sort the nodes from T (those that received the message and did not discard it) in increasing order of receipt time. For each node u, choose p u ∈ [0, 1] uniformly at random.
For every post-rate π of interest:
For each node u, taken in the sorted order described above: (a) If p u < π, then add the u-to-root path in T to the observable part of the tree. (b) If the total number of nodes in the observable tree is now at least n, then output the tree and go on to the next post-rate π. 
